
   Class Notes 

Class: IV 
 

Topic: Practice worksheet 

Chapter-2 (Long And Short) 

 
 

Subject: MATHS 
 

 NOTE:Solve the following questions in rough copy 

Choose the correct option: 

1. Length of a ten-rupee note _______________ 

(a) Centimetre         (b) metre         (c) kilometer     (d) None of these 

2. Length of a cricket pitch ______________ 

(a) Metre               (b) kilometre      (c) centimetre    (d) None of these 

3. The basic unit of length is ___________ 

(a) Millimetre     (b) metre          (c) kilometre          (d)None of these 

4. Fill in the blanks 

         3 km 7m =___________m 

(a) 307 m             (b) 37m              (c) 3007 m              (d) None of these   

5.     Distance from the earth to the moon is measured in –  

(a) kilometer       b) metre           ( c) centimetre        (d) millimeter 

6.       The smallest unit of length is ________________ 

          (a) Centimetre                (b) kilometer          (c) metre        (d) millimetre 

7.     Fill in the blanks: 

          1 metre =_____________ centimetre 

(a) 10                                 (b) 100                   ( c) 1000        (d) 1 

8.  Add: 2m 35cm + 7m 48cm =________________ 

      (a) 5m 65 cm         (b) 9m 83 cm          (c) 10m 24 cm      (d) none these             

9.  Subtract: 20m – 15m 68 cm =_____________ 

      (a) 4m 32cm       (b) 8m 19 cm           (c) 20m32 cm        (d) 2m 13cm 

 

10. Radha’s height is 1m 32 cm. Her brother Raju is 46 cm taller than her. What is Raju’s height? 

        (a) 45cm                         (b) 1m 78 cm            (c) 5m                    (d) 3m 70 cm 

 

Solve the following questions: 

11. In a marathon race people run about 60 km. If the people run in a stadium, on 600m track then how 

many rounds will they take to complete the marathon race? 

 

12. Look at the circular park given below. The total length of boundary of circular Park is 400m. Find out: 

a) If Raju takes 3 rounds of the circular park how much distance did he cover? 

 

      b) How many rounds of the park must Raju run to cover a distance of 2 km?                             400 m 

     

               



13 .   Here are the Indian and world records for some jumps. Read the table given below and answer the  

following questions  : 

SPORTS WORLD RECORD INDIAN RECORD 

High Jump (men) Javier S (2m 45cm) Chandra Pal (2m 17cm) 

Long Jump (men) Mike P (8m 95cm)  Amrit Pal (8m 8cm) 

High Jump (women) Stefka K (2m 9cm) Bobby A (1m 91cm) 

Long Jump (women) Galian C (7m 52cm) Anju G (6m 83cm) 

(a) How many centimeters more should Chandra Pal jump to equal the Men’s world record for high 

jump? 

(b) Find the difference between the Women’s World record of Longest and the Highest jump? 

14. From a rope measuring 25 m 75 cm, 2 pieces measuring 11m 35cm and 6m 70cm were cut. Find the 

remaining length of the rope.  

15. Convert the following: 

       (a) 6000 m =_________________km 

       (b) 6 km 8 m =_______________m 

        (c) 8m 20 cm =_____________ cm 

ANSWER KEYS: 

1(a)     2(a)   3(b)       4(c)      5(a)     6(d)      7(b)       8(b)       9(a)     10(b) 

11. Total distance to be covered=60 km =60 × 1000= 60000 m. Distance covered in one round = 600 m. 

       Number of rounds =
𝟔𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟔𝟎𝟎 = 100 rounds 

12.(a) Distance covered in 1 round = 400 m. So, distance covered in 3 rounds =400×3=1200m 

      (b)Distance to be covered =2 km =2×1000= 2000m.Distance covered in 1 round =400m. 

            So, number of rounds =
𝟐𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟒𝟎𝟎 = 𝟓 𝒓𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒅𝒔 

 13. (a)  Men’s World record =2m 45 cm. Chandra pal’s jump =2m 17 cm.  
         So, to equal men’s World record Chandra Pal should jump= 2m 45 cm – 2m 17 cm = 28 cm  

(b) Women’s World record of long jump =7m 52 cm. Women’s World record of high jump =2m 9cm 

Difference between the Women’s World record of Longest and the Highest jump 

  =7m 52 cm -2m 9cm=5 m 43 cm 

14. The total length of rope =25m 75cm .Total length of two pieces cut = 11m 35 cm + 6 m 70cm =18m 5 cm 

      So, length of rope cut = 25m 75cm – 18m 5cm =7m 70cm 

15. (a) 6000 m = 
𝟔𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 = 𝟔𝒌𝒎 

       (b) 6 km 8 m = 6000 m + 8 m =6008 m 

       (c) 8m 20 cm =800 cm +20 cm =820 cm 

 

           

           The above content has been prepared absolutely from home.  

 

 

            

                                                                        

  

 

 

 


